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Abstract 

Multilevel inverters (MLI) have huge attention towards power industry. The 

features of multilevel inverters are amicably suited for the compensation of 

reactive power. The usually produced voltage waveforms have lesser 

harmonic distortion. The multilevel output structure finds its use in high 

power high voltage applications with lower switching stress. In this paper, 

Extreme Learning Algorithm (ELM) is applied for pulse generation to 

multilevel inverter produces lower harmonic content with the desired voltage 

level. This work has the capacity to increase the number of levels. In this 

framework, a 7 level cascaded MLI is considered. The ELM based Phase 

Disposition - Pulse Width Modulation (PD-PWM) is simulated in the 

MATLAB environment and its Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) is 

compared with the conventional PD-PWM technique. 
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1 Introduction 

 

The these days, multilevel inverters turns out to be mainstream in the use 

of engine drives, electric vehicle, “Uninterruptible Power Supplies” (UPS), 

dynamic channels and so on [1-5]. MLI performance is better when it is 

contrasted with 2-level inverters. Once the level gets multiplies, then the 

range of yield waveforms of inverter gets improves. Furthermore elevated 

level inverters are be able to material for greater force rating [6-8]. 

To overcome the inadequacies of single state switching gadgets 

assessments, multilevel PWM inverters are generally made. So that 

enormous Motors are compelled by high power mobile recurrence drives. For 

MLI, different traditional and pwm procedures are existing [9-11]. MLI 

exhibition totally relies on what kind of PWM methodology is adopted for 

power switching of gadgets. 

Primary advantages of MLI are incredible electromagnetic compatibility, 

high power management capacity, reduced level of THD as well as reduction 

in AC side channel. But still there are a lot of attempts for proceeding to 

reduce the amount of switches for the exhibition of MLI. Generally MLI has 

basic strength in few applications which uses high power medium like heavy 

duty as well as Hybrid electric drives (>250kW) [12] 

In the existing strategies various sorts of MLI are presented. Essential 

MLI topologies are Diode Clamped- MLI, Cascaded H-connect - MLI, 

Flying Capacitor- MLI. Among these, Cascaded H-connect is normally 

favored due to its basic circuit design, less segment tallies, measured 

construction and without unequal capacitor voltage issue. Different 

topologies like Soft switched multilevel inverterss, Generalized Multilevel 

Topology, Mixed level Hybrid MLIs, „Back-to-back Diode Clamped 

Converter‟ [13-16]. The main highlights of MLI are [17]:  

 

 IC – (Input Current): MLI requires IC with lower bends.  

 TL- (Transient losses): MLI produces reduced level of THD for yield 

voltage  

 SF – (Switching frequency): MLI generally work with high trading 

frequencies.  For the lower frequency change, inverter proficiency gets 

improved as well as switching losses are decreased to desired level.   

 Common Mode voltage: In Multilevel inverters took care of induction 

engines, Common mode voltages are delivered. This confers pressure 

in engine bearing. This voltage can be killed by utilizing progressed 

modulation systems [5]. 
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The existing multilevel inverters models are signal based methods and 

easily get influenced by load fluctuations and considered as a significant 

drawback [18-20]. To overcome this issue, Machine learning based 

multilevel inverters take new dimensions to reduce THD. A novel learning  

Network namely ELM is adopted for pulse generation of multilevel inverter. 

ELM is known to be a randomized learning NN ('neural Network'), in which 

input weights as well as bias are haphazardly decided and yield loads are 

figured without conventional iteration. Hence ELM is known to be fastest 

learning procedure because it requires less amount of time for training of 

enormous Volumes of data.  

In this specific paper, single stage 7-level ELM based PDPWM executed to 

clarify the new MC (Multi-Carrier) Sine PWM strategy to secure the better 

comprehension of particular favorable circumstances of this novel method 

concerning any dominance. The ultimate aim of  proposing this novel 

procedure is to prove that this switching method is suitable for most essential 

topology which illustrates better results in THD point of view as aell as 

diminished switching frequny.  

 
 
2 Literature Survey  
 

The K. V. Kumar introduced a new analysis of MLI operation with 

logical gates. The logical gates are really helpful in providing reliable 7 level 

output voltage. From the result analysis, the pulse pattern generated are 

pertinent for the activity of switches relies upon switching pattern of MLI. 

Representing pulse pattern of MC-PWM in binary form is the major 

constrain of this work. This analysis is suitable for all MLI circuits. THD 

analysis as well as comparison is done MC sinusoidal PWM strategies based 

on different modulation index [1] 

M. Ye introduced a Hybrid Multi-transporter PWM strategy purely relies 

upon "Carrier Phase Shift" & "Carrier In-Phase Disposition" methods for 

recreation of carrier. Then this can be applied to Cascaded H-bridge 7level 

inverter. From the results, it is come to know that, Under In-PD-PWM, the 

proposed MLI shows optimal harmonic characteristics of the output line 

voltage. The proposed strategy utilizes the inverter‟s excess switching 

capacity conditions to vary the carrier in vertical way [2].  

A single phase 5 level diode clamped MLI is implemented by P. P. 

Acharya to reduce the switching frequency as well as switching loss. This 

MLI significantly provides better reduces the THD results. But major 

limitation of this work is there is still 3rd harmonic is presents to a notable 

value.  In spite of the fact that this constraint can be disposed of by executing 

three stages MLI and utilizing delta associated three stage transformers. Main 



 
 

advantage of this framework is MLI topological can additionally decrease 

harmonics, and may potentially expand power density of the gadget without  
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expanding the size. Along these lines, best MLI topology and PWM control 

procedure leads very near to ideal inverter characteristics [3]. 

D. Ronanki idea is to overcome uneven power distribution and author 

proposed a technique called modified rotative PWM. By injecting common  

mode voltage to PW modulator, this framework expands the key voltage and 

diminishes the switching transitions. This strategy accomplished the great 

purposes of PD-PWM & PS-PWM regarding top notch yield wave forms and 

significantly lower voltage ripples in the sub-module capacitor. This 

framework mitigates the constrain of unequal power distribution as well as 

harmonics around switching frequency [4] 

L. M. Tolbert Presented a new carrier based MLI to minimise or balance 

the switch use at various levels. In this novel methodology diode clamped 

inverter has utilized for sub harmonic and switching frequency optimal PWM 

by appropriately adjusting frequencies in the various triangle wave carrier 

bands. A new protocol is also illustrated by using 6 level back to back diode 

clamped converter to empower better usage of switch. The Ultimate 

requirement of these calculations is to join both variations of phase 

displacement angle as well as carrier frequency bands. [5]. 

D. Roy proposed the new method for area choice for “Conventional 

Space Vector PWM” & “Bus Clamping PWM”. The examination are made 

among these methods for 3 level inverter and it is approved through recreated 

results and it shows that “Bus Clamping PWM” procedure is superior to the 

“Conventional Space Vector PWM” method in regard of THD and current 

wave. The re-enacted results additionally show the adequacy of the proposed 

procedure. The proposed procedures are tried on open circle framework. But 

it is difficult work for closed loop framework [6]. 

U. Hameed investigates the alternatives that can be utilized to diminish 

the THD content presented in the yield when balance strategies, expressly 

Sinusoidal PWM, are applied on the 15 & 17 level of “Cascaded H-Bridge 

MLI”.  PD has demonstrated to be most effective Sinusoidal PWM procedure 

with minimal level of THD. Primary Focus of the paper is to reduce the THD 

under various switching frequencies. The “PD PS-PWM” provides reduced 

THD for lower switching frequency and „POD PS-PWM” provides reduced 

level of THD for higher frequencies [7]. 

M. Votava provided a control strategies comparison, especially for a 3 

level voltage source inverter.This comparison is basically relies upon carrier 

based pwm, space vector PWM. A simulation model has designed for the 

examination of referenced control calculations which incorporates PD pwm 

along with selected criteria as load balancing of switching elements, 

switching losses, THD analysis of output waveforms. Loads of the transistors 

are generally and balanced when the PD pwm has low switching frequency.  

At the same time six step PWM has balanced transistor load. The sub-

hexagon centre-PWM is a trade-off between two past strategies. It has bring 

down extra exchanging than six step-PWM, anyway the load of the transistor 



 
 

marginally unequal. Another preferred position of sub-hexagon centre -PWM 

over past procedure is lower level of THDu. In end from got results, clearly 
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 modulation strategy can be chosen agreeing the proportion among 

conduction as well as switching losses. PD-PWM is more suitable when 

switching losses higher than conduction loss. Otherwisesix step-PWM or 

sub-hexagon centre-PWM can be chosen [8]. 

I. Sarkar done a THD analysis based on line voltage and current for PS 

PWM, modified carrier disposition pwm, hybrid pwm strategie. A 7 level 

“cascaded H Bridge MLI" is designed and it is presented with current 

waveforms at various modulation indices. The current and voltage variations 

with the modulation index of device switching frequency are plotted. 

Performance analysis infers that the hybrid PWM strategy is superior to other 

PWM strategies for equal switching frequencies. In hybrid PWM, inside the 

modules, power distribution is uniform but inverter switching is not utilised 

uniformly. In order to overcome this issue modified hybrid PWM is 

presented and which is applied to “cascaded H Bridge MLI”.  

This mitigates the switch utilisation constraints by retaining features of 

hybrid pwm strategy[9].   

A.S.Naruka designed a 7 level MLI by utilizing 4 dc sources at input for 

renewable energy applications. This MLI uses filters to reduce THD %.In 

this model, an adjusted PD-PWM strategy with “L & LC filters”, considered 

for harmonic ubstance suppression and they are intended to cut down 

harmonics inside least conceivable reach/limits. When compared to other 

topologies of inverters, the proposed topology produces decreased % THD, 

no. of switches utilized, and size which increase the proficiency. The result 

reveals that there is an improvement in yield voltage waveform because of 

decreased THD by utilizing channels [10]. 

 

 
3 Proposed Modulation Technique  
 
3.1 Cascaded MLI 
 

The single phase inverters are connected in series with separate DC 

source. Figure 1 gives a single H Bridge inverter. The numbers of H bridges 

are connected in series so as to obtain the desired level. Every single H 

bridge produces three voltage levels namely Vdc1, 0, -Vdc1. The selection of 

H Bridge is based on the number of levels and it calculated based on 

Equation (1). There exist 4 switches in a single H bridge. 

        (1) 

 

Where, s – number of H bridge  

        m – number of levels 

For seven level inverter (m=7), number of H bridge required (s) = 3,  
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Figure. 1. Single H Bridge Inverter 

 

 
3.2 Extreme Learning Machine  
 

ELM is the single hidden layer neural network. The ELM network 

structure is illustrated in Figure 2. Unlike back propagation algorithm, ELM 

parameters are randomly generated before the hidden layer. Least square 

method is utilized and the weights between the hidden and output layer. In 

ELM, training time and calculation time are greatly reduced. Because there is 

no iterative process, hence it is known to be very fast learning method.  

 

Input and output mapping of ELM can be given as follows: 

 

  ( )   ∑   (   )    (   )   
         (2)                                                  

 

Where 

 

Zk(P,θ) activation function 

 

Z(P,θ) = [Z1(P, θ)     Z2(P, θ)    ……..   Zk(P, θ)]
T 

                         (3) 
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Figure. 2. Structure of the ELM 

 

β =[ β1     β2     ……. βk]
T
 

 

Suppose the training datasets is *(     )        +    
                 (4) 

 

Then the ELM training process has the following steps  

 

Step 1: Setting the hidden neurons & parameters θ is randomized in the 

activation functions 

 

Step 2: H matrix calculation (called output matrix): 
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Step 3: Output Weight calculation β = H
†
Y 

 

 Where 

H
† 
 inverse of the output matrix H, 

Y  output vector and it is represented as follows: 

Y = [y
1         

y
2            

y
L
]

T
                                                                     (5) 
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3.3 Phase Disposition Pulse Width Modulation Technique 
 

In PD-PWM technique, all the carriers are in same phase above and 

below the reference line. It is most commonly used switching technique 

because it gives the load voltage and current with lesser harmonic content. 

The PDPWM technique is illustrated in Figure 3. 

 

 
 

Figure. 3. PDPWM Switching Technique 

 

 

3.4 Proposed ELM Based PDPWM Technique  
 

The proposed PDELM technique block diagram is illustrated in Figure 4. 

Nearly 100 samples are taken for ELM from PD technique. The switching 

pulses are generated with the help of ELM which is used for cascaded 

multilevel inverter in order to produce seven levels in the inverter output 

with lesser harmonic content. 
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Figure. 4. Proposed PDELM Switching Technique 

 
 
 
4 Simulation Results and Discussions 
 

A Single phase cascaded MLI for the output voltage of 7 levels was 

simulated in the MATLAB/Simulink with the following specifications. 3 “H 

bridges” are connected in series to achieve the 7 levels. The input voltages 

for each H bridge is taken as Vdc1 = Vdc2 = Vdc3 = Vdc = 100V. The 

switching frequency = 1 kHz and reference frequency =50 Hz is considered. 

The amplitude modulation index ma is taken as 0.9. The output voltage and 

the harmonic analysis for the 7 levels MLI with the conventional PD-PWM 

is given in Figure 5 and Figure 6. 

 



 
 

         
                               Figure. 5. Output voltage for PDPWM  
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Figure. 6. Harmonic Spectrum Analysis for PDPWM  

 

The proposed “Extreme Learning machine algorithm based phase 

disposition pulse width modulation” (PDELM) technique is simulated in the 

MATLAB. Nearly 100 samples have been considered which produces the 

seven level in the inverter output voltage with lesser harmonic content has 

beenillustrated in Figure 7 and Figure 8. 

 

 
Figure. 7. Output voltage for PDELM 



 
 

 
      Figure. 8. Harmonic Spectrum Analysis for PDELM  
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The harmonic content in the inverter output for 7 level cascaded MLI is 

illustrated in Figure 9. It clearly depicts that the total harmonic distortion in 

case of PDELM is found to be much less when compared with the 

conventional PDPWM technique. Moreover, the fundamental output voltage 

remains in the desire value for both the proposed PDELM and PDPWM 

techniques.   

 

 

 
 

 

Figure. 9. Comparison of the proposed PDELM with PDPWM  
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5 Conclusions 

In this paper, a single phase 7 level cascaded MLI has been simulated for 

a new pulse width modulation technique through MATLAB. The output 

quantities namely fundamental value and the total harmonic distortion are 

obtained. It is observed that the proposed extreme learning machine based 

pulse width technique (PDELM) provide the output with much lesser 

harmonic distortion with relatively better fundamental rms voltage than the 

conventional PD PWM technique. Moreover, the proposed PDELM 

technique can also applied for any number of levels, thus finds its 

tremendous application. 
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